Figure 1: Plate 4 of Edward Cogan’s sale of the Mortimer Mackenzie collection (1869).
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Off the Shelf:
The Earliest Auction Catalogues
Photographically Illustrating Ancient Coins
By David F. Fanning
In recent years, restrictive laws governing the transport of ancient coins across international boundaries have made the establishment of a coin’s provenance of considerable importance to both collectors and dealers. One of the most effective ways to
demonstrate that a given coin was above ground at a given time is to be able to show
an illustration of it in a publication. Numismatic auction catalogues, in particular,
have become a vital tool in demonstrating that a coin’s provenance extends back far
enough to ensure its legality and eligibility for export or import.
Early auction catalogues were generally unillustrated. Occasionally, for particularly notable collections, engraved or lithographic plates would be prepared to illustrate
exceptional specimens in the auction. These types of illustrations are unsuitable for
establishing provenance, however, as they rarely provide the sort of detail necessary
to distinguish one example of a coin type from another. Only with the advent of commercial photography in the middle of the 19th century were processes developed that
could allow the inclusion of accurate illustrations of coins that were truly representative of the item being offered.
The first photographically illustrated numismatic auction catalogues were published in the United States.1 Edward Cogan’s catalogue of the Mortimer Livingston
Mackenzie collection, offered at auction on June 23 and 24, 1869, was the first catalogue to feature such illustrations.2 The catalogue made for an impressive start, featuring five photographic plates of rather high quality. These were original albumen
prints, mounted on card stock and bound in with the catalogue’s pages. Cogan would
use this process in several more illustrated catalogues throughout his career.
There is a general tendency to assume that older U.S. auction catalogues have little
or nothing to say about ancient coins. The best bibliography of numismatic auction
catalogues depicting ancient coins is John Spring’s Ancient Coin Auction Catalogues
1880–1980.3 Spring begins his coverage of plated catalogues with the April 1881 catalogue of the third part of the Bartolomeo Borghesi collection, offered for sale at auction by Sambon & Dura.4 The catalogue includes two photographically printed plates
depicting ancient Roman coins. In his comments regarding this sale, Spring writes,
“As far as we know these are the first photographic plates to appear in an ancient coin
catalogue.”5
As it turns out, there are at least ten U.S. catalogues depicting ancient coins that
were published before the Borghesi sale, and at least one British catalogue. Indeed,
the Mackenzie sale itself features a full plate depicting nothing but ancient Roman
coins (Figure 1).
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Figure 2: A finely printed autotype depicting ancient coins consigned by the Bank of England to the
sale held by Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge on Feb. 13, 1878. The author wishes to thank Ted Buttrey
of the Fitzwilliam Museum, who provided him with the image.
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Cogan would prepare photographic plates for six other sales: those of the Allan,
“Montreal,” Cauffman, Sanford, Cohen and Jenks collections. Of these, only the April
1871 Montreal sale featured a plate including ancient coins, with seven ancient pieces
joining ten other coins on the catalogue’s sole plate.6
Cogan was not the only American numismatist who included photographic plates
in his catalogues before the 1880s. W. Elliot Woodward, William Strobridge, J.W. Scott
& Company, and John W. Haseltine all published numismatic auction catalogues with
photographic plates in the 1870s. Only a few depicted ancient coins, however.
Haseltine’s catalogue of the S.W. Chubbuck collection illustrated two ancient coins
on the fourth of its five plates.7 Strobridge’s Sept. 24–27, 1873 catalogue of the J.M.
Macallister collection is known in a rare variant with two plates, the second of which
depicts a single Roman coin.8 It is only with Strobridge’s Oct. 6–9, 1874 sale of the
Commodore Middleton collection that we find another catalogue with at least one
full plate of ancient coins.9 This scarce plated catalogue includes two such plates, one
depicting obverses, the other reverses, of 18 notable ancient Greek coins from the
collection. The plates are of high quality, as was the collection. Emmanuel J. Attinelli
wrote that, “This cabinet of ancient coins, the property of Commodore Middleton,
was without a rival in the United States, in the beauty and number of its gems. In either branch, Imperial, Family, or Colonial, it stood pre-eminent and well worthy the
efforts of Mr. W.H. Strobridge, who catalogued the collection, who found himself at
home in this his favorite branch of numismatology.”10 Unfortunately, it would seem
that the market for ancient coins in the United States was in its infancy at the time,
and the sale did not do well.11
Following a drought of a few years, we find two sales held by J.W. Scott & Company that are important for ancient coins. On July 30 and 31, 1878, the firm conducted
the sale of the collection formed by L. Saalfelder.12 The catalogue was issued in a version including two photographic plates entirely devoted to ancient Greek and Roman
coins. The following year, March 3–8, 1879, the firm offered the collection of S.B.
Schieffelin at auction.13 This catalogue was also issued in a plated version, this time
containing four full plates of nothing but ancient coins. Both of these sales are very
rare with photographic plates, and their (fairly significant) content would be easy to
overlook.
Another catalogue that features an entire plate of ancient coins is the first sale held
by S.H. and H. Chapman.14 Held on October 9, 1879 in New York, a special edition
of the catalogue was published containing four photographic plates, of which the first
depicts the obverses and reverses of nine Greek and Roman coins. The fine plates
were prepared by Frederick Gutekunst, a famous early American photographer who
was also responsible for the famous Maris New Jersey plate.15
Two more early American catalogues feature at least one plated ancient coin. The
Chapman brothers’ sale of the Samuel A. Bispham collection was issued in a catalogue with two photographic plates, the second of which includes an ancient Jewish coin.16 More important is W. Elliot Woodward’s 34th sale, featuring the William
J. Jenks collection.17 This January 1881 catalogue was issued with two photographic
plates, the second of which is entirely devoted to ancient coins, Greek and Roman.18
While it is undeniably true that the focus of the U.S. coin market in the 19th cenThe Asylum, Summer 2016
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tury was on American coins, we can see that the world of antiquity was not wholly
ignored. This article has presented information about ten U.S. sales pre-dating the
April 1881 Borghesi sale that featured plated ancient coins, with six of them including
at least one plate entirely devoted to ancient coins and hence qualifying for listing in
Spring’s bibliography.
As a postscript, I wish to note one British sale that also deserves to be included by
Spring: the sale by Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge of material consigned by the Bank
of England and the British Museum.19 This sale, dated Feb. 13, 1878, features a fine
autotype plate depicting ancient Greek coins (Figure 2). This is the earliest British
numismatic auction catalogue of which I am aware that includes a photographically
printed plate, though I cannot claim to have investigated this area thoroughly.
In closing, I would like to note that while I am pointing out several omissions
from John Spring’s bibliography, I find his book to be exceptionally useful and—unlike most bibliographies— a genuine pleasure to read. It manages to combine the dry
but necessary data of a standard bibliography with short biographical and historical
essays on many of the classic European coin firms and their more illustrious consignors. Appended tables rank the most useful catalogues in various areas of ancient numismatics and also provide listings by consignor. It is a well-done work that I greatly
admire and recommend, and I do not wish to seem overly critical of it here.
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